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Lecture: Sorting - Ordering II.

12 Sorting by insertion

12.1 Insert sort
Principle of insertion is very similar to the method, which would be used in the common life. Let the set of ordered elements be divided to two parts, where the first is ordered and the second is not ordered. One step of ordering by insertion consists of:
	taking one element from the not ordered part and 
	searching the proper place (index) in the first part, which, if the element is inserted into, it keeps the previous ordering. 


If  the array is initially divided into two parts:

  A[1]        ordered part
  A[2]..A[N]  not ordered part

then the general form of the insert-like algorithm is:

  for i:=2 to N do begin
    "find the index K (1<=K<=i-1) , into which the A[i] may be 
     inserted";
    "Shift the segment of array from index K to i by one and make place 
      for inserted element" 
    "Rewrite the A[K] by  A[i]"
  end;

12.2 Bubble-Insert-Sort
The simplest insert sort is Bubble-Insert-Sort. The method make searching and shifting in one cycle by comparing and swapping all adjacent pairs of elements. The following algorithm uses the guard 
element A[0], by which is the array extended and which is not the regular item of sorted array.

procedure BubbleInsertSort(var A:TArray);
var
  i,j:integer;
  Tmp:integer;
begin
  for i:=2 to N do begin
    Tmp:=A[i];
    A[0]:=Tmp; (* establishing the guard *)
    j:=j-1;
    while Tmp<A[j] do begin (* search and shift element *)
      A[j+1]:=A[j];
      j:=j-1
    end; (* while *)
    A[j+1]:=Tmp; (* insertion *)
  end (* for *)
end; (* procedure *)
Analysis:

a) The Bubble-Insert - Sort is stable method and it behaves naturally.

b) The time complexity is quadratic:
      average time complexity TA(n) ≈ 3.75 * sqr(n) 
      maximal time complexity TM(n)  ≈7.5 * sqr(n)

c)Experimental values of time units for an array with n items ordered initially randomly (RAO), ordered initially inversely (INV) and initially properly ordered (IPO) are in following table: (numbers in the table expresses time units). 

n
(256)
(512)
(1024)
IPO
4
6
14
RAO
156
614
2330
INV
312
1262
5008


12.3. Insert sort with the binary search

This variant of insert sort searches for inserted place by using the binary search.  Exploiting of Dijkstra's binary search ensures the stability of the sorting mechanism, as if there is multiple 
occurrence of the elements with the same value of the key, the position behind the last of the same is determined. The procedure has the following form: 

procedure BinaryInsertSort(var A:TArr);
var
  i,j,m,Left,Right,Insert:integer;
  Tmp:integer;
begin
  for i:=2 to N do begin
    Tmp:=A[i];
    Left:=1; Right:=i-1; (* setting the left and right boundary of 
                            searched segment *)
      while Left <=Right do begin (* standard binary search *)
        m:=(Left+Right)div 2;
        if Tmp<A[m]
        then Right:=m-1
        else Left:= m+1;
      end;
      for j:=i-1 downto Left do 
        A[j+1]:=A[j]; (* shift of the array segment *)
      A[Left]:=Temp;
  end; (* for *)
end; (* procedure *)

Analysis:

a) The method is stable and it behaves naturally.

b) The time complexity is quadratic:
      average time complexity TA(n)~=2.25 * sqr(n) 
      maximal time complexity TM(n)~=4.5 * sqr(n)
 
n
(256)
(512)
(1024)
RAO
134
502
1930
INV
248
956
3736



12.4 Sorting by partition - Quick-Sort

Quick-Sort is the fastest and widely used method. It is based on the principle of partition. Suppose there exist the algorithm, which re-arranges the given part of an array to two parts: in the left hand part are all items less than the special value X and in the right hand part are all items greater then value X. If X is median of all items of an array, then the array is halved to two equally sized parts separated by the median. Let the procedure implementing the mechanism has the headings of 
form:

procedure Partition(var A:TArr; Left,Right:integer; var i,j:integer);

Procedure Partition divides the array A[Left..Right] to two sub-arrays
A[Left..j] and A[i..Right]. See the following figure:
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If we have such mechanism, we can write the sort algorithm which is recursively partitioning both generated parts while there exist a part of array, which can be partitioned. The condition for further 
partition of the originated left part is (Left<j) and for further partition of the right part is (i<Right). The whole procedure has the form: 

procedure QuickSort(var A:TArr, left, right:integer);
(* Left is variable set to the 1 and Right set to the N before 
the first call of QuickSort *)

var i,j:integer;
begin
  Partition(A,Left,Right,i,j);
  if Left<j then QuickSort(A, Left, j);  (* Recursive call for the left part *) 
  if i<Right then QuickSort(A, i, Right);  (* Recursive call for the right part *)
end;


The secret of the speed of Quick-Sort is in the efficiency of partition mechanism, invented by the famous programmer C.A.R. Hoare. Instead of  median, algorithm takes the PM value from the middle of array. The value is called pseudo-median. In the first cycle, the index i, initially set to 
1, is increased while the A[i] which is greater (or equal) to pseudo-median is found. In the second cycle, the index j, initially set to N, is decreased while the A[j] which is less (or equal) to 
pseudo-median is found. Both found elements are swapped. The process of finding the pair of elements and mutual swapping is repeated until the indexes i and j are crossed by one to another. The algorithm is implemented by the following procedure:

procedure Partition(var A:TArr; Left,Right:integer; var i,j:integer);
var
  PM:integer;
begin
  i:=Left;    (* initial setting of i *) 
  j:=Right;   (* initial setting of j *)
  PM:=A[(i+j) div 2]; (* Establishing the value of pseudo-median *)
  repeat
    while A[i] < PM do i:=i+1; (* Searching from the left to find the 
                            nearest i for which is valid A[i]>=PM  *)
    while A[j] > PM do j:=j-1; (* Searching from the right to find the 
                            nearest j for which is valid A[j]<=PM  *)
    if i<=j
    then begin
      A[i]:=:A[j]; (* swapping of the found elements *)
      i:=i+1;
      j:=j-1
    end
  until i>j; (* cycle finishes when the indexes cross one another *)
end; (* procedure *)

12.4.1. Non-recursive version of Quick-Sort  

Nonrecursive version of Quick-Sort uses stack for saving  one of the two intervals generated by procedure partition. The other is taken for the next partitioning. The stack should contain in the worst case the n-1 pairs of interval indexes. Intervals are compared just after their origin, the pair of indexes of larger interval is saved on the stack and pair of indexes of smaller is submitted to following partition.


procedure NonRecQuicksort (left,right:integer);
var
   i,j:integer;
   S:TStack;   (* declaration of ADT stack *)
begin
  SInit(S); (* initialization of the stack *)
  Push(S,left);     (* initial interval 
   Push(S,right);
  while not Sempty do begin (* outer cycle, while stack is not empty *)
    Top(S,right);Pop(S); (* Reading from the stack is done in inverse order *)
    Top(S,left); Pop(S);
    while left<right fo begin (* inner cycle, while there is 
                                     something to partition *) 
      Partition(A,left,right,i,j);
      Push(S,i);  (* saving interval of the right part to stack *)
      Push(S,right);
      right:=j;   (* preparing of the right index for the next cycle *)
    end; (* while *)
  end (* while *)
end; (* procedure *) 
 
      
Analysis

a) Quick sort is not a stable method and it doesn't work naturally. Due to recursion it doesn't work "in situ". Its speed is given by the fact that items bring themselves near to their proper place by a larger step than 1. This is done by swapping the distant items in the procedure partition.

b) The time complexity is linearithmic:
	average time complexity TA(n)~=17 * n * lg(n) 
	time complexity for initially properly ordered array  TIPO(n)≈9 * n * lg(n)
	time complexity for inversely ordered array  TINV(n)~=9 * n * lg(n)

 
Quick-sort is one of the most efficient sorting methods.

c) Experimental values of time units for an array with n items ordered initially randomly (RAO), ordered initially inversely (INV) and initially properly ordered (IPO) are in following table: (numbers in the table expresse time units). 

n
(256
(512)
(1024)
IPO
10
24
50
RAO
22
48
50
INV
12
26
56


12.5 Sorting by merging

Principle of merging is based on unification of two or more ordered sequences into one resulting list. If n1 is the size of the first sequence 1 and n2 is the size of the second sequence, then the time complexity of the merging of these two lists into one resulting list is (n1+n2). The most  frequently the sequences are implemented by files of linked lists.

The following examples expose the principle of merging of files and lists.


12.5.1 Merging procedure for two files with the use of access variable


procedure MergeFiles1(var F1,F2,F3:TFile);
(* Procedure uses access variable to file, according to ASCII Pascal    rules. Ordered files F1 and F2 are merged into file F3. Not possible in    TURBO and BORLAND Pascal !!! *)

var Temp:TypElemOfFile; (* Base type of files *)
begin
  reset(F1); reset(F2); rewrite(F3);

  while not eof(F1) and not eof(F2) do
    begin
      if F1^ < F2^   (* F1^ and F2^ are access variables to files F1 
                        resp F2 *)
      then begin
             read(F1,Temp);
             write(F3,Temp)
           end
       else begin
              read(F2,Temp);
              write(F3,Temp)
            end;  (* The cycle finishes by exhausting of one of the two 
                     files *)
   (* end of while *)

  while not eof(F1) do  (* Adding of the rest of not-empty file to the 
                           result file *)
  begin
    read(F1,Temp);
    write(F3,Temp)
  end;

  while not eof(F2) do  (* Adding of the rest of not-empty file to the 
                           result file *)
  begin
    read(F2,Temp);
    write(F3,Temp)
  end
end.

12.5.2 Procedure for merging of two files without use of access variable 

procedure MergeFiles2(var F1,F2,F3:TFile);
(* For processing of files procedure uses predicate eof and  statements read and write *) 

var A,B: TElemOfFile  (* Temporary variable of the base type *)
begin
  reset(F1); reset(F2); rewrite(F3);
  if not eof(F1) and not eof(F2) 
  then                      (* both files are not empty *)
    begin
      read(F1,A); read(F2,B);
      repeat
        if A<B
        then begin write(F3,A);
                   if not eof(F1) then read(F1,A)
             end
        else begin write(F3,B);
                   if not eof(F2) then read(F2,B)
             end;
      until eof(F1) or eof(F2); 
        (* One file is empty, one element of the second file is not 
            written *)

      if A < B
      then write(F3,B)   (* Not written was B *)
      else write(F3,A);  (* Not written was A *)  
    end;   (* One and/or both files are empty, all read is written *) 



   while not eof(F1) do  (* writing of not empty file F1 *)
   begin
     read(F1,A);
     write(F3,A)
   end;

   while not eof(F2) do (* writing of not empty file F2 *)
   begin
     read(F2,B);
     write(F3,B)
   end;

       end
end (* procedure *)


12.5.3  Procedure for merging of the two lists

procedure MergeLists(L1,L2:TList;var L3:TList);
var TempPoint  (* Temporary pointer moving along the list *)
               :TList;
begin
   new(L3);     (* creating the headings *)
   TempPoint:=L3;
   while (L1<>nil) and (L2<>nil) do     (* cycle of merging *)
   if L1^.Data < L2^.Data
   then begin
          TempPoint^.RPtr:=L1;
          TempPoint:=L1;
          L1:=L1^RPtr
         end
   else begin
          TempPoint^.RPtr:=L2;
          TempPoint:=L2;
          L2:=L2^RPtr
         end
(* Joining of the not-empty list *)

  if L1=nil 
  then TempPoint^.RPtr:=L2
  else TempPoint^.RPtr:=L1
  (* Destroying the headings *)
  TempPoint:=L3;
  L3:=L3^.RPtr;
  dispose(TempPoint)
end;


12.5.4 Merge-sort

Merge sort is a sorting method for sorting of arrays. The principle is described as follows:

The ordered set is located in the left half of  the double sized array. This part is called "the source array" while the other is called the "destination part". The situation is expressed in following figure:

1st step
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The algorithm takes items from the left and from the right of the source array while they constitute the non-decreasing sequence from the left and non-decreasing sequence form the right and merge them into one destination sequence, which is located alternatively from the left and from the right to the destination array. This way the total number of 6 no-decreasing sequence is reduced to one half. See the figure with the 1st step.

In the second step, the role of source and destination arrays is swapped. The process of merging of pairs of counter-directed sequence continues, producing another halving of the number of non-decreasing sequences. See the figure with the second step.




If the merging process results in one non-decreasing sequence in the destination array, that part of array is finally sorted. If the result is located in the right part and it is to be located in the left part,
additional cycle moves the sorted array from the right half to the left half of the double sized array. See the figure of the 3rd step.

General form of the algorithm is expressed as follows:

procedure MergeSort(var A:TArr);
(* TArr is double n sized array *) 
var
  FromLeft:Boolean;
  i,j,k,p: integer;
  Count,Step:integer;

  FromLeft:=true; (* variable controlling the direction from source to 
                     destination part of array *) 
  repeat
    if FromLeft
    then begin
      i:=1;  (* left index of source array *) 
      j:=n;  (* right index of source array *) 
      k:=n+1;  (* left index of destination array *) 
      p:=2*n;  (* right index of destination array *)
    end else begin
      k:=1;  (* left index of source array *)
      p:=n;  (* right index of source array *)
      i:=n+1;  (* left index of destination array *)
      j:=2*n;  (* right index of destination array *)
    end;

    Count:=0; (* counter of non-decreasing sequences in destination 
                 array *)


    Step:=1; (* step has the value 1 or -1, according the direction of 
               success in the processed sequence *)
    repeat

      "Merge one pair od non-decreasing sequences from the source array 
       from i to left  and from j to right and locate the resulting 
       sequence form the k with the step=Step ";

      k:=:p (* change of the stating index of next destination sequence 
             *)
      Count:=Count+1; (* actualization of the number of destination sequences *)

      Step:= -Step;  (* inversion of the polarity of the Step *)

    until i=j; (* indexes had met within the source array *)

    FromLeft:= not FromLeft; (* inversion of the direction *)

  until Count=1; (* Sorting cycle finishes if the number of destination 
                    non-decreasing sequences is one *)

  if not FromLeft
  then "Copy the right half of array to left half"; 
(* Final copy of the  result to the proper - left part of an array *) 


Note: Abstract statements, described in quotation marks should be implemented in detail. 

Analysis:

a) method is not stable, does not behave naturally and does not work "in situ" as it needs double sized memory space for sorted data.

b) Maximal time complexity TM(n)~= (28 * n + 22) lg(n)

c) Experimental values of time units for an array with n items ordered initially randomly (RAO), ordered initially inversely (INV) and initially properly ordered (IPO) are in the following table: (numbers in the table express time units). 
n
(256)
(512)
IPO
8
13
RAO
6
12
INV
32
72



12.6  List-merge sort


List-Merge-Sort uses merging principle applied on lists, which are created with the use of auxiliary pointer array for non-decreasing sequences of elements of sorted array. Let us look at the following figure. There are five non-decreasing sequences (one of them - 6 - has single item). The Auxiliary array of pointer linking the items into the list is called APtr. Index in APtr is the pointer of next item. Zero means "nil". Non-decreasing sequences are illustrated by arrows.
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The initializing procedure makes linking of all consequent non-decreasing sequences and potting their starting indexes into the Queue of indexes.

procedure InitListMergeSort(A:TArr; var APtr:TAPtr; var 
                            QueForIndex:TQue);
(* proceure link all non-decreasing sequences by means of APtr and stores 
all their starting indexes into the Queue "QueForIndex" *)
var
  i:integer;

begin
  QInit(QueForIndex);
  QueUp(QueForIndex,1);  (* storing the first starting index in the 
                            queue *)
  for i:=1 to n-1 do begin
   if A[i+1]>=A[i] 
   then begin (* non-decreasing sequence continues *)
     APtr[i]:=i+1  (* the index of the next item is set to APtr *)
   end else begin (* end of non-decreasing sequence *)
     APtr[i]:=0     (* "nil" is set to APtr *)
     QueUp(QueForIndex, i+1); (* storing the starting index of 
                 following non-decreasing seØuence into the Queue *)
  end; (* for *)
  APtr[n]:=0; (* final "nil" is set *)
end; (* procedure *)


Procedure MergeLists merges two source non-decreasing list into one destination non-decreasing list:

procedure MergeLists(A:TArr;var AP TArrPtr; si1,si2:integer; var 
                     di:integer);

(* A ... Sorted array; AP ... Array of pointers for linked lists;
   indexes of si1,si2... sources lists 1 and 2; di is index of destination 
   list; indexes serve as pointers *) 

begin
  if A[AP1[si1]] <= A[AP2[si2]]  (* establishing of the begin of 
                                    resulting list *)
  then begin 
    di:=si1;
    si1:=AP[si1]
  end else begin
    di:=si2;
    si2:=AP[si2];
  TmpInd:=di;  (* Temporary index is set to the first element of 
                  resulting list *) 
  while (si1<>0) and (si2<>0) do begin
    if A[AP1[si1]] <= A[AP2[si2]]   
    then begin      (* First item of the si1 list is less and added to 
                       resulting list *)
      AP[TmpInd]:=si1;
      si1:=AP[si1];
    end else begin    (* First item of the si2 list is less and added to 
                       resulting list *)
      AP[TmpInd:=si2;
      si2:=AP[si2]
    end; (* if *)
    TmpInd:=AP[TmpInd];   (* shifting the pointer along resulting list 
                             by one item *)
  end; (* while *)

 (* Joining of remaining non-empty list *)
  if si1=0
  then AP[TmpInd]:=si2
  else AP[TmpInd]:=si1;
end;
  
The sorting algorithm takes two starting indexes of non-decreasing sequences from the queue, and merges them into one resulting list. Index of resulting list is inserted into the queue. This cycle is repeated until the single item - "starting index" is contained in the queue.

procedure ListMergeSort(var A:TArr);
(* resulted array is sorted *)
var
  QueForIndex:TQue;
  APtr:TAptr;
  Fin:Boolean;
  s1,s2,sd :integer; (* starting indexes of two source and one  destination list *)
begin
  InitListMergeSort(A, APtr, QueForIndex);
  Fin:=false;

  while not Fin do begin
    if not QEmpty 
    then begin
      Front(QueForIndex,s1);  (* taking the first starting index *)
      Remove(QueForIndex);
      if not QEmpty
      then begin
        Front(QueForIndex,s2);  (* taking the second starting index *)
        Remove(QueForIndex);
        MergeLists(s1,s2,sd);  (* merging od the two lists *)
        QueUp(QueForIndex,sd)  (* storing te result into the queue *)
      end else begin
        Fin:=true (* the last, single and resulting list starts at s1 *) 
  end; (* while *)

(*  "Here  the "McLarren's algorithm can be applied, which rearranges the list-
   like ordered array into the ordered array "; *)

end; (* procedure *)

12.7   Shell sort 

Shell sort is very efficient and simple sort. It is very popular. The principle is based on natural behavior of used sorting method. The items in sort array are subdivided to multiple sequences with the certain step. If there is an array of items on indexes:


   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20

The last three stages of the bubble-sort are demonstrated as:

Array is taken as four subsequences with the step 4:

1st :  1   5    9   13   17
2nd :  2   6   10   14   18
3rd :  3   7   11   15   19
4th :  4   8   12   16   20

These four arrays are processed by Bubble-pass with the step 4.

The following action is 2-Sort. The original array is subdivided into 2 
parallel sub-arrays, with the step 2.


1st  : 1   3   5   7   9   11   13   15   17   19
2nd  : 2   4   6   8   10  12   14   16   18   20

Both arrays are processed by Bubble-pass with the step 2. 

The last step is 1-sort. Here the original array is rearranged by the "Buble-pass" with the step 1.  In the sorting processes with the greater step, the items get  nearer to their proper place with the greater step. Consequent processings make only "corrections" in sorted sequence. 

The starting step of the sorting method is one half of the size of sorted array and the first pass (n div 2) - processes (n div 2) parallel arrays (all consisting from two items only). Following pass 
process halves the step to (n div 4) etc. Last pass is the Bubble-pass with step=1. 


(* Shell sort - sorting with decreasing increment *) 

(*   Kerningham variant *)


procedure ShellSort(var A:TArr, N: integer);
var
  step,I,J:integer;
begin
  step:=N div 2; (*  The first step = half of size of array *)

  while step > 0 do begin  (* step is halved gradually *)

    for I:=step to N-1 do begin  (* cycle for all parallel sequences *)
    J:=I-step+1;

    while (J>=1) and (A[J]>A[J+step] do begin  (* cycle of bubble exchanges
                                                 in the sequence *)
        A[J]:=:A[J+step];
        J:=J-step;  (* decrease of index by step *)
      end; (* while *)

    end; (* for *)

    step:=step div 2;  (* half of step *)
  end; (* while *)
end; (* procedure *)
    

Analysis:

a) Shell sort is not a stable method. It works "in situ". It is simpler than Heapsort and contrary to Quick-sort it doesn't need recursion or usage of the stack. 

There is no formula and experimental time values available for this implementation of method.

_

